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Literature, n. 

 
Etymology: < classical Latin litterātūra (also literātūra) use of letters, writing, system of letters, alphabet, 
instruction in reading and writing, writings, scholarship <litterātus LITERATE adj. + -ūra -URE suffix1. The 
semantic development of the English word was probably influenced by the senses of French littérature: 
‘knowledge acquired from reading or studying books, learning, erudition’ (1467 in Middle French 
as litterature ; already in this sense in first half of the 12th cent. in Anglo-Norman (as literature ) in an isolated 
attestation), ‘writers or authors collectively’ (1680), ‘works of fiction considered collectively’ (a1740), ‘(a 
body of) non-fictional books and writings published on a particular subject’ (1758). Compare 
Spanish literatura (1487), Italian letteratura (a1667; < French). The Latin word was also borrowed into other 
Germanic languages; compare Dutch literatuur (1676), German Literatur (16th cent. as †Litteratur ), 
Swedish litteratur (1768; 1686 as †literatur ), Danish litteratur(second half of the 18th cent.). Compare 
earlier LETTER n.1, LETTRURE n. 
 

  
1. Familiarity with letters or books; knowledge acquired from reading or studying books, esp. the principal 
classical texts associated with humane learning literary culture; learning, scholarship. Also: this as a branch of 
study.  
 
2. The action or process of writing a book or literary work; literary ability or output; the activity or profession 
of an author or scholar; the realm of letters or books. 

3 a. The result or product of literary activity; written works considered collectively; a body of literary works 
produced in a particular country or period, or of a particular genre. Also: such a body of works as a subject of 
study or examination (freq. with modifying word specifying the language, period, etc., of literature studied). 
 
3 b. Without defining word: written work valued for superior or lasting artistic merit. 

4. (A body of) non-fictional books and writings published on a particular subject. 

5. Printed matter of any kind; esp. leaflets, brochures, etc., used to advertise products or provide information 
and advice. 
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